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Fourth Quarter 2017 - Progress Report

Through the funding of national and native preachers, we endeavor to
effectively advance the Gospel where it has never been preached before.
The Progress Report is a free, quarterly publication of the
FINAL FRONTIERS FOUNDATION INC. Currently we are
ministering in over eighty countries; many of which are closed to
foreign missionaries. In other countries, work among the various
tribal groups is restricted to national preachers only; thus they are
open to us because of our unique method of missions.
We believe that the training and subsidizing of national
preachers is the most efficient and effective method of global
evangelism. We seek to raise prayer and financial support from
believers in the West, for God's servants abroad, who are
actively involved in church planting and discipleship.
Selection of those we sponsor is dependent upon their
doctrinal beliefs, need, reputation and ministry experience. We
support only those who are serving by faith, never those who are
waiting for a salary in order to serve. Worldwide, the average
preacher in a third-world country needs as little as $35.00 $350.00 each month to support his family and ministry.
All those subsidized through this foundation are involved in
church planting. Their various outreach ministries include: Bible translation and distribution, radio and television broadcasting, camps, Bible schools,
outdoor and film evangelism, educational and health programs, handicap and leper ministries, orphan and children's ministries, etc. The Foundation
receives its funding from individuals, churches, businesses, etc. who choose to select and support a specific preacher, project or child under the
Foundation’s oversight; or give general donations allowing the funds to be used where needed.
Current ministries available for support are listed on page 23:
Most of these have articles within each issue of the Progress Report dedicated to their purpose and to provide accountability for those who support
those causes.
Executive Board of Directors:
FINAL FRONTIERS, a non-profit, religious corporation, was founded by Jon Nelms in 1987, and is governed by those serving on the Executive
Board of Directors: Rev. Jon Nelms (Chairman), Rev. Daniel Nelms (President), Rev. Gene Carpenter (Vice President), Rev. Michael Horne
(Secretary), Rev. Don Prosser, Mr. Ralph Wills, Rev. Steve Ware, and Rev. Anthony Lamb and Mr. Eddie Wilson. Further council is provided by those
serving on the national Boards of Advisors. Contributions and gifts to this ministry are tax-deductible and are applied to the ministry's evangelistic
outreach. FINAL FRONTIERS is classified as a 509 (a)(1) public foundation, under section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Annual copies of
the ministry's 990 form are available online at Guidestar.com and elsewhere or upon request by contacting the home office.
International Offices/Directors:
International offices are maintained in every country of service for accountability purposes and are staffed by national and regional coordinators
who are approved by the Executive Board of Directors. Parallel oversight of many regions is provided by our Directors of Expansion. These Directors
are staff missionaries who are particularly knowledgeable of their region of the world and are responsible for finding and approving the national
preachers who meet our qualifications and are in need of support. Missionaries from various boards often fill these positions for us based upon their
knowledge, experience and location on site.
Contact Information:
For further information concerning this ministry and its various programs, or to schedule a speaker for your church or mission conference, please
contact our home office:
Final Frontiers Foundation
1200 Peachtree St.
Louisville, GA 30434 USA

Telephone:
Email:

(706) 955-4916 or (800) 522-4324
webmaster@finalfrontiers.org

Legal:
“Final Frontiers” is a registered trademark of the Final Frontiers Foundation. “Touch A Life” is a partner ministry and a registered 501 C3, administered
by the Final Frontiers Foundation. Other ministry subsidiaries are also administered by the Final Frontiers Foundation and are accountable to the
Executive Board of Directors. 990s are compiled annually as are Certified Financial Statements, by an outside CPA firm and made available upon
request or visible online at www.guidestar.com.

C o ve r P h o to ...
Date:

September 2017

Location: Koyyalagudem, West Godavari District, AP India
Subject: This pastor/church planter suffered the loss of his house during the same time we were experiencing hurricanes in Texas and Florida. A cyclone blew his cloth and palm branch house apart and ignited
their kerosene lantern which burn the materials. The heavy rains completed the absolute damage and loss of all their belongings. They now
rent a small house and request funds to build another thatched house
for his family. Learn more about his ministry and the cost to rebuild and
resupply his family on page 8.
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Final Frontiers School of Missions ...
I was blessed lately to wander the halls of my alma mater,
Hyles Anderson College, and even visit my old dorm room,
which by the way, no longer smells like dirty socks. The
memories flooded in as I mentally relived the studies and stories
and fun times of over forty years ago and was abundantly
blessed to see some of my old friends and roommates. That was
scary too!
My reason for being there was to share our plans for our
Final Frontiers School of Missions. Because of our strong
emphasis of working with the national preachers for over three
decades, many do not realize that we also work with American
missionaries. Technically we don’t raise support for them
because they have the ability to do so for themselves, but over
the years we have raised well over a million dollars to help
proven, successful, American missionaries. Now we want to
take that effort a step further by helping to train the next
generation of missionaries. Unfortunately many fail in their
efforts to raise support and stay on the field but that is not always
their fault. It is our desire to pass on to the next generation what
we have learned about missions, raising support and involving
churches and families back home with the work overseas. In
fact, this magazine is a great example of doing just that.
We have developed a two year missionary training course
that will take place on several continents and be taught by
American missionaries, national pastors and our Final Frontiers
staff. To jump start it we have a one-month, Introduction to
Missions course that is hosted in Honduras. I went back to my
alma mater to share information about that course and will soon,
God willing, host several of their leaders in Honduras for a few
days, giving them a synopsis of the course. After that they will
decide if their school wants to participate with us in this training
program. We pray, and by faith expect that our course will be
approved. Will you pray with us? And please know also that this
trip is available to representatives from other Bible Colleges who
want to come and see what we have to offer. Just give me a call.
Our plan is that the two year course will serve as the
equivalent of a Masters in Missions program that can benefit
scores of missionaries in the coming generations.
We have already hosted students from several Bible Colleges
as well that received credit for spending just a week with us. We
look forward to hosting thousands of others and are developing
our campuses in Honduras and elsewhere to accommodate the
next generation of Missionaries who will be equipped to “turn the
world upside down”.
Visionary Trips for 2018 ...
That being said, I want to remind those church and family
groups who want to come to Honduras this next summer for a
Visionary Trip to contact us quickly as we will have a fewer
number of weeks available in order that we can give time for the
college students to have trips specifically tailored for them.
And there’s more news to share with you ...
Though we still speak in churches, and by we I mean myself

Jon and Nolin Nelms
JNELMS@FINALFRONTIERS.ORG
800-522-4324 EXT.110
706-955-4916 EXT.110

and our various representatives, we are beginning soon to add a
radio and YouTube outreach. We have now been joined full time
by Missionary Joshua Martyn, who has produced all our videos in
the past few years and does extensive overseas filming, traveling
on our behalf. He will be our Media Director producing two minute,
daily radio spots and a 30 minute weekly radio program which we
will announce in an Email Alert when it is ready to air. He will also
re-develop our Final Frontiers YouTube channel making it
eventually a full time outreach of our ministry. Joshua has been
such a skillful and tremendous blessing and we were privileged to
help send him to SE Asia earlier this year to make a video
presentation for his mentor and my friend, Missionary Gil Anger.
We truly do want to do all we can to help any servant of God
who is spreading the Gospel. It’s just that our purpose and
specialty is to assist the national preachers as they cannot come
here to raise support for themselves. I believe that sometimes, my
zeal for doing what God has called me to do and my fervor to
uphold the value of supporting nationals has caused some to think
that I am opposed to sending missionaries. I regret that
assumption has endured, especially considering I too am a
missionary, and want to do all I can to publicly dispel the concern.
For years I have hoped to build a team of men who share the
same burden and can work together, not being concerned with
who gets the credit. Many have come and gone but it seems that
now the skeleton of that leadership is finally in place. Together the
Triumvirate of Daniel Nelms, Michael Horne and Joshua Martyn
(all in their late thirties) will lead our ministry forward. With my
“back seat” influence and the advice of our Executive Board and
our Pastors Advisory Council I know that there is a long and
blessed future ahead of us in this ministry.
This is a special Progress Report in that it is the first since the
full leadership team has come together. I am in a rush to get it
finished so that we can get back on our regular schedule. In all
honesty, the past year has been a little difficult for me, health
wise, and that has put us and kept us behind in our publication
schedule. You may have also noticed that we do not have articles
on every aspect of our ministry in each issue. That is because
Final Frontiers’ spin-off ministries, (some of which have their own
non-profit status while being administrated by the Final Frontiers
team), are so diverse that we just don’t have space in every issue
to talk about every branch of our tree. Doing so would require
doubling the size of the Progress Report and since it is free, well,
we just cannot afford the extra costs from a wise, stewardship
perspective. Hopefully our upcoming radio program will assist us
in regularly highlighting the various spokes of our wheel, as well
as to introduce you to other organizations, national preachers and
foreign missionaries who are doing a great job.
Stay with us, the foundation has been poured and is now fully
dry. Now we’re ready to start building. It’s going to be amazing.
Yours for souls,
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Final Frontiers
School of Missions
You can’t fulfill the Great Commission from inside a box.
Boxes are for closets and attics, missions is for the world.
Get out of the box and into the world.

Purpose:
It is not our desire to compete with existing Bible colleges but
to both enhance and compliment their missions program. We
will do this by providing intense and thorough missionary training for missionary students, equipping them to redefine by example, what a missionary should be and thus, within this generation, bring missions and missionaries back to their biblical
roots, philosophies and methods.

Animism and Catholicism from a Latin American perspective
Places of training: Honduras, Guatemala, Peru

Training:

Islam and Hinduism from Central Asian perspective
Places of training: Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka

Missionaries will never flourish if they are the result of being
a failed pastor or novice youth. Age does not make a missionary
an expert nor does his particular board. Boards are generally a
clearing house for financial accountability, not a classroom for
ministry accomplishments. Their purpose is vital but limited.
Lectures in a classroom are valuable, but teachers who used to
be a missionary and were confined to a single field/culture are
not nearly as valuable as on-the-field training by experienced
mentors worldwide.
A missionary should be a Spartan in spiritual warfare, a Barnabas in his care for the Body, a Daniel in his wisdom, a Joseph
in his administrative capabilities, a Paul in his zeal and like one
of David’s “mighty men” in his exploits for God. He should be a
student and a scholar, and possess superior knowledge in the
culture, history, politics and geography of his given land that
surpasses that of the educated national citizen. He should be
the epitome of “becoming all things to all men”. Missionaries
are not born, they are trained and evolve from a combination of
desire, failures, suffering, tragedies, heartbreak, humility, victories and experience.
Intention:
To assist in developing such men, who like their predecessors, are capable of “turning the world upside down”, we have
already begun developing a program that for us, will be the
equivalent to a Masters in Missiology program. It is based not
only on academics but also on experience, exposure to other
cultures and mentoring by experienced, successful, missionaries and national church leaders.
Explanation of our program:
Our program is a two-year course that takes place in the
USA (only slightly), and at least three other continents, giving
exposure to various countries on each of these continents,
learning their cultures, history, religion and how to witness and
plant churches there.
Courses to be offered include:
Animism and Buddhism from an Asian perspective
Places of training: Thailand, Cambodia, Myanmar
Animism and pseudo Christianity from and African perspective
Places of training: Ghana, Kenya, Uganda, Congo
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Islam and Orthodoxy from a Middle Eastern perspective
Places of training: undisclosed
Agnosticism and Atheism from a European perspective
Places of training: Romania, Ukraine, Poland

In each country or continent, they would both serve and be
mentored by tribal, national, rural and urban pastors as well as
missionaries; and be exposed to theirs and our ministry philosophies, food, weather, traditions and root cultures. They would
serve for at least a month in each location.
Other courses of basic study will be::
Ethnography - The study of cultures.
This will equip the missionary to get to know the cultures that he
will come into contact with. Gaining an understanding to their
culture gives immediate respect and acceptance into the hearts of
the citizens as he will likely know more about them than they know
about themselves. It will also give him the key to unlock the
Gospel in their culture, as every culture has glimpses of the Truth
contained in their language or history; waiting to be exploited.
Anthropology - The study of human (tribal) origin, behavior,
culture and interaction with other people groups.
This will allow the missionary to determine why a society acts as it
does towards each other and towards outsiders. This will enable
him how to best communicate the Gospel and point out the
strengths and weaknesses of engrained culture to the new
Believers and church leaders. For example, Asian cultures have a
deep respect (even to the point of worship) of their elderly. Them
knowing that this is a parallel biblical doctrine opens the door to
more exposure to the Word of God.
Cartography - The science of mapping, specializing in the use
of demographics and geographic analysis to accelerate the
spread of the Gospel.
This will enable the missionary to map neighborhoods and regions
based on the local demographics and identify who lives there,
their tribes, their cultures, their languages, their available places
for gatherings, their population by age groups, gender, income,
etc. The data can in many cases, be uploaded to Google Earth,
allowing participation from on-campus, under-grad students to
view and analyze the information as well and assist the missionary with his work.
Practical Immersion
How to adapt to cultures so that you can blend in and become one
with them. (ex. becoming a “national”)
Biblical Contextualization
How to apply God’s Word and Truth to the culture you are dealing
with (ex. explaining “whiter than snow” to those living along the
equator)

Final Frontiers Foundation

Methods of Counter Surveillance and Protective
Intelligence
Teaches the missionary how to be observant to the potential of
kidnapping, hostage abduction and assassination and steps to
take to prevent such from occurring and the proper reaction to
when they do (escape methods, bread crumbs)

A Final Thought:

Principles of Espionage
Basic methods of covert operations applied to evangelizing,
rescue operations, gathering information, data encryption, etc.

One website reports that among Independent Baptist mission
boards that participated in a 2005 missionary survey; 75% of
those who raised their support and made it to their field of calling,
dropped out in the first three years. That number if true, is staggering.

Basic Medical
Using items on hand to treat wounds, breaks, fevers, etc.
Language Adaptation and Learning
Methods of accelerated language acquisition
Basic Construction
How to build from naturally available resources such as mud,
straw, dung, sticks, rocks and how to construct an adobe stove,
dig a well, etc. The students will be involved in assisting in
the construction of a church structure, home or feeding center.
Survival Techniques
Basic skills for jungle, desert, mountain, rural and urban survival
Deputation and Accountability
How to raise funds (personal and project) and how to properly
report to your supporters with a goal of increasing their burden,
knowledge and continued participation based primarily on
reporting and social media
Communication and Presentations
Tools to enhance ministry presentation and reporting and
experience in photography, videography, scripting and post
production
In addition to all these there will be numerous reading assignments that correlate with the subject as well as missionary
biographies and cultural histories. Each book will be selected to
give knowledge of the culture, encouragement from the story,
and wisdom from the missionary’s experiences.
Finally, each missionary will be taught the basics of several
occupations so that if necessary, he has something to fall back
on in a crisis or to use as a “cover” in closed and restrictive
lands. These could include carpentry, barbering, computer repair, welding, electrical and plumbing or whatever interests him.
We will locate mentors in the USA and/or abroad to accomplish
this.

Before a young man or lady begins to pursue a lifetime career in
missions, it is a good idea to first gain a little experience. What
you “think” about missions and how you imagine it to be can in
reality be quite a bit different from what it is really like.

Having been a missionary now for more than three decades, I
understand that there are many factors that play into such a dilemma. People often suspect wrongly that these missionaries
were not determined or dedicated or judge them as being quitters.
That is possibly correct in some cases but I am convinced that the
majority of time the candidate dedicated his life due to an overwhelming burden and desire to serve the Lord. The truth is, just
as God did not intend all of us to be deacons and pastors, He also
did not intend all of us to be missionaries.
When such a dedicated young person hears a missionary speak,
sees a moving film or serves in the military and is assigned overseas, he often mistakes a burden for a calling. This well intentioned mistake brings him home from the field feeling defeated,
backslidden and of little use to the body of Christ. This too is
wrong. Such men and ladies should come home with their heads
high having served where they obviously were not called because
their love for Christ and the people compelled them to do so.
Before a student embarks on a course of missionary studies as
we have just outlined, it would be prudent for them to first spend
one month on a field with a mentor, to determine if they are really
called and if so, if they are up to the call. If they determine they
are not really called, they have lost nothing. They can return home
and seek God’s will for their lives having seen the world, had the
time of their lives and gained an understanding of what missions
is all about. If they still feel called but feel they are not yet up to
the call, they will at least know their areas of strength and weakness and have counsel on how to proceed for the future.
To accomplish this goal we have developed our one month, Introduction to Missions Course. We call it High Calling. It is designed to help the students to begin their personal journey to
“press toward the mark for the prize of the high calling of God in
Christ Jesus” Philippines 3:14. To learn more about this one
month course, please continue on to page 6.

The advantage to the graduate regarding deputation:
When they complete the course, upon starting deputation
they will be able to present themselves not as an eager young
novice but as an experienced missionary who has already
learned several languages, started several churches, trained
several Timothies and spent several years on the field, particularly spending time on the field they are called to.
They will begin deputation with experience, knowledge and
a base of support already giving. After all, most who will support
a young man to prepare for his career in missions would gladly
continue that support once he has proven himself. As such, logic
dictates that our graduates will need to spend far less time on
deputation than those who are lacking in training and experience.
Any pastor will tell you that though he is eager for his church
to support missionaries, he is excited for his church to support
one that has already proven himself and in whom he has confidence. It is our desire and plan to dedicate our lives and ministry
experience to help the churches and Bible colleges produce
such men.

Some of the churches started by our national preachers in 1987 in
northern Thailand, China, Laos and Myanmar
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High
Calling

2018 SUMMER MISSIONARY INTERNSHIPS ...
Our One Month, Introduction To Missions Course
In a classroom you learn ABOUT missions;
it is only with experience on the field that you can become a missionary.

We have developed a one month course that will accomplish two purposes:

W
C

One, it allows the student to get a sample of what we have
to offer. This will let them put their toes in the water to see if
they really want to take the plunge into the deep end and it also
serves as a way to allow a pastoral or education major to learn
more about missions by having a bit of experience themselves
in learning what to do and not to do and why.

Mornings …
Missionary instruction by Final Frontiers staff who are actual
missionaries, as well as national pastors. There will also be introductory language classes and cultural training.

Two, it gives us an opportunity to determine which students
we are willing to accept into our two-year course so that neither
we not the student expends precious time chasing a calling that
gives evidence it is based on desire rather than calling. God
makes Timothys and God makes John Marks and He makes
them both for a reason. John Marks mean well but are not always ready physically, mentally, spiritually or emotionally. They
however can be beneficial in other ministry venues now so that
they can become “profitable for the ministry” later.
This course takes place in Honduras for one month during
the summer months.
A certificate will be given to each student who satisfactorily
completes the course with the expectation that he will receive
credit for his time and efforts. The student should discuss this
with his college administration in advance.
During the course, they will be taught by Final Frontiers
staff, national preachers and a visiting pastor from the USA who
will explain what to do and not to do when dealing with pastors
for support.
Each student will be expected to raise a large percentage
of their fee as an example of deputation for their future. If a student cannot raise limited funds for a limited time from family,
friends and his home church that knows him, then he has little
reason to continue on this road in life and less to expect to
make it through deputation.
Advantage to the student:
First, the immersion course will help them to determine if
missions is their God called career or just a passion.
Second, it will give the non-missions student an opportunity
to see and better understand the world in which they live, and
give wisdom in how they can lead their future churches and
families in supporting and being involved in missions.
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Afternoons …
Working in various feeding centers and/or building projects.
Language and cultural exercises and evangelism. In other
words you utilize in the afternoon what you learn in the morning.
Nights …
Participation in church services, open air preaching and
helping to plant a new church.
Lodging and Meals:
Students will stay part-time in our modern facilities with private
bathrooms, AC, etc. They will also spend nights sleeping on a
mountain trail, and in a church or a national’s home. Meals will be
typical to the culture. Some being served from our facilities and
others from the homes where they stay.
Expenses:
The course cost is $1,500 for the month. International air fare is
NOT included but all meals, lodging, bottled water and local
transportation is included. It is recommended the student have
some cash for souvenirs, personal needs, etc.
Fill in an application online at:
https://form.jotform.com/FinalFrontiers/high-calling

What your month of internship will teach you …
 Philosophy of Missions as taught in Jon’s book, The Great

Omission

 Principles of Cultural adaptation, Language acquisition,
and Cultural evangelism
 Practical experience in construction, relief work, and exposure to tribal groups
 Participation in planting a new church.

Final Frontiers Foundation

God’s Word ...




for all people
in all lands
by all means

To receive regular updates on our ministry in the Islamic world,
get added to our Email Alerts list. Register at: letters@finalfrontiers.org
Help us print and smuggle more Bibles into the Middle East for $6 each, by
joining our Smugglers team. Your contribution makes you a part of our
Smugglers team. See page 23 for more information.

This letter came from one of our preachers/smugglers overseas. It
was given to his sponsor but now we want to share it with you.
I thank my God and Savior for His protection and care for us in
this ordeal that we have lived in the last few years in our country,
also I’d to express my gratitude to all of you for standing with us in
your prayers and financial support, allowing us to smuggle more
Bibles throughout the region.
God has an amazing way to use circumstances to help us deliver His message of hope and love to other people, those who are
searching for the truth. Here’s an example:
One of my friends had enlisted in the army, and during the sectarian war he started to see some of his friends and relatives deserting to join opposing militia and many former friends were dying
on both sides. He was very perplexed wondering, who’s right and
who’s wrong. With death all around, some of his friends would
leave on missions and never make it back, and some of his relatives who fighting for other sides, were dying as well.
So, one day he came to me and said, “I’m very confused, my
friends and relatives are dying on both sides, and everyone is
claiming that they are dying for Allah; which side is Allah standing
with?” I asked him, “What do you think?” He said solemnly, “I don't
know, but the more I pray, and fast and listen to the Islamic religious men, the more I get confused and am not able to know
where I should stand to please Allah. I know, my death is coming
at any minute because bombs are falling around us, and I feel I’m
not worth anything to any one, especially to Allah!”
I said to him, “Do you think that the purpose of God is to confuse us?”, and he answered “No”. Then I said to him, “Our responsibility is to find the truth and we should be confident that God will
always give an answer to the people who seek Him.” After that the
Lord opened the door for us to keep talking whenever he had time.
One day I gave him a copy of the Word of God, and it was then
that God really got hold of him through reading the Bible. One day
he told me he now understood the reason why the Islamic religious
leaders don't allow the Bible to be available to us. It is because of
the power and the truth that it speaks of. One night a short time
later, after he got back from one of his missions, he said to me, “I
need to be right with the true God”. I slowly and carefully reexplained to him how to be saved and accept the Lord Jesus Christ
as your personal savior, and in that night he did. Then he said, “I
now know in my heart for sure I’m worth something to my Savior,
since he died for me”. One week later, he stopped by and said to
me, “I’m going on another mission tonight, if anything happens to
me I want you to know that I know where I’m going”. We prayed
together and he left. The next day he didn't come back, he had
been killed in a firefight and gone to be with the Lord.
I just want to thank you for making us able to reach this friend
and making a Bible available in our hands to give it to him and so
many others like him.

FINAL FRONTIERS RADIO
Our Media department has recently gone through a much
needed transformation.
Several years ago we started filming various episodes of
Biographies, which highlighted the testimonies of national
preachers around the world, and Q&A which were segments of
answering questions about the ministry of Final Frontiers and
our biblically based, missions philosophy in general. We grew
to over 15,000 weekly viewers for these segments and then
due to scheduling we ended them. Many have asked us to
begin again but I thought we could do better and so we began
to make 30-minute television programming that was, at best, a
dismal failure. What I learned from this was to stick to our core
audience because Christianity at large is not very interested in
missions. Our audience is different. These are people who for
the most part, eat, drink and sleep missions. They want to
know what’s going on and they want to know what they can
pray about and give to.
After Board member, Pastor Steve Ware (Tabernacle Baptist in Orlando, FL) donated a great deal of radio equipment,
we began to experiment. And like Thomas Edison and the light
bulb, we failed many times before the light finally came on.
On November 4 at 9 AM Central Time, we inaugurated our
first radio broadcast on Faith Music Radio, a 30-minute program that was also saved to our website as a weekly podcast.
(FinalFrontiers.world) The purpose of our program will be to
expand our ministry by expanding our audience and by teaching missions, and by raising awareness of the missions efforts
of the national church planters and American missionaries.
Additionally, we plan to introduce the various “branches” of our
ministry tree such as Touch A Life, Smugglers, Advancing
Missions with Technology, Daily Bread, etc. We will also
give up to date reports, have interviews with missionaries and
national preachers via phone calls, promote other mission
ventures unrelated to Final Frontiers and answer your missions questions.
We are currently looking for local and Christian stations that
will offer us free time with the anticipation down the road, of
purchasing time on strategic stations nationwide. Our main
thrust however is to use the programming as podcasts so that
the listener can subscribe and be notified on their smart phone
instantly, as each recording is posted. Our hope is to help pastors bring a higher missions involvement into churches by giving positive missions reporting in a modern, uplifting format.
The purpose is to raise missions awareness not funds; but we
do of course need funds to pay the bills. So go to our website
listed above, click on the FF Radio link and enjoy. Be sure to
register so you can receive notifications of our new weekly
programs and please do let your friends know. We don’t know
them, they don’t know us, but we both know you!
You'll be hearing from us every week so we hope to hear
from you as well.
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Boggavarapu Baburao (#1058) had been a part of our ministry
beginning in 1994. I say “had been” because in 2014, though he
lost his only sponsor he did not lose his zeal to serve the Lord.
When we first met and examined him to see if he qualified to
be supported as a church planter, he was required, as all men
are, to submit an application with photographs. (The picture at
right was the family photo he submitted. Since then he and his
wife Jyothi have had a son.) In the portion of the application
where a testimony is given, this is what he wrote ...
To earn money for my family, I traveled to the city to buy onions, and then returned to sell them in my village. I must travel by
bicycle because the bus fare is too costly. One day in the city I
was selling onions and a Christian family made me sit. They gave
me buttermilk and snacks, then the elderly lady told me about
Jesus and His salvation. I asked for a New Testament and I read
it completely. I understood how and why Jesus came into this
world and wanted to trust in Him. Then she sent me to her pastor.
I was ashamed of having worshipped idols of stone and metal and
wood but I believed in Jesus.
When I returned home, my father inquired where I had been so
long. When I told him, he took an ax to cut me into pieces. I told
him that if he did, Jesus would put the pieces back again. He was
furious and shaved half of my head to shame me. The neighbors
all stood around mocking me as if I were in a circus. Then he cut
half of my eardrum and half of my nose with a sharp knife and
cast me out.
With blood flowing from my nose, I went to a hospital and received care, then a Christian friend took me into his house and
cared for me. I began to study the Bible carefully and attend
church. Then I began to witness and with the help of the believers
erected a small prayer shed. Since that time I have won nearly
400 souls to Christ and have started 4 churches. God has given
me a good Christian wife and lovely children who will never see
their father worship idols. They are young but already know about
Jesus.
My ministry remains church planting and discipleship. Two men
are pastoring now that I trained. I am pulling on with the small
offerings of money and rice given by the church people, thus your
generous support will be a great blessing to my family. We give
you thanks in Jesus name.
Since that time, he has started a total of 67 village churches
while evangelizing 111 villages. He has baptized 1,253 of his
1,665 converts, who like him, have turned from idols to the worship of the True and Living God.
Today he is still planting churches and training ten more men
for the ministry, some old and some young as the group photo at
right demonstrates. Recently while we were enduring hurricanes
here, his family was experiencing a tornado there which blew
apart his cloth and palm branch home. The lantern inside was
blown off the table and ignited the branches burning it all and then
the rains finished off the destruction. He has asked if we could
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help him rebuild. An offering of as little as $500 will allow him to
rebuild his house and replace what little furniture and clothes
they had. Currently Final Frontiers is helping him through our
Unsupported Preacher Fund but If you would like to support
he and his family as your personal missionary, the support cost
is just $50 per month. Let us hear from you.

Final Frontiers Foundation

The Clean Heart Tract
On a boat taxi in Peru riding for many hours, national church
planter, Eddi Shun Davil, demonstrates to the young man beside
him, how his sins can be forgiven by the sacrifice of Jesus Christ.

told him, and as he did, he saw his sins disappear before his
eyes. Just as they had been removed from the slate, so God has
separated his sins from Him as far as the east is from the west.

Of course, being raised in a Catholic country the young man
was well acquainted with who Jesus is, historically, and even His
claims of being the Son of God, our sacrifice and savior. But until
this moment, he had never realized the personal relationship he
could have with the Father by accepting His Son.

It is incredible, the words of the Scripture which declare that
promise. If you put your finger on a globe and move it north, you
will soon be going south. But if put your finger on the equator and
begin going east, you will forever be going east. East and West
never met. Even so, once forgiven by God, our sins will never
meet us again.

What caused this understanding. Was it an epiphany? An
audible voice from the clouds? A lightening bolt? No, none of
these but simply that Eddi took the time to speak with him and
share the Good News. His grasp of understanding came, after so
many years separated from God, when he realized that it was his
very sins that had caused the separation. God had not left him,
he had left God. But what gave him that understanding? The
simple act of taking a stylus in his hands and writing his sins
down. An admission that shook him to his spiritual core that he
too is a sinner and in need of salvation.
After listing his sins, Eddi opened the tract and helped him
read verses about the purity and sinlessness of Christ compared
to our sinfulness. The deity of Christ compared to our wickedness. The hope that is in Christ compared to our hopelessness
without Him and the forgiveness our loving Savior offers those
who ask for it.
After he prayed and asked for forgiveness Eddi instructed him
that to illustrate what has now happened to his sins, he should
go again to the back page of the tract where he had written his
sins on a thin plastic sheet covering the slate. Lift the page, Eddi

This is the message of salvation called the Gospel or Good
News which our preachers declare all over the world. But even
you who have never witnessed to a person can do so without
words. The Clean Heart Tract is not something you have to
beg people to take. It is alluring in its concept and draws the person to read and perform the task, even those of us who know
what will happen as we pull the plastic sheet up. Even the
knowledge of what is going to occur cannot prevent us from doing it anyway.
If you would like to give an offering to help us print these tracts
and get them into the hands of our national preachers and their
church members, your offering would be a blessing. We have
them available in many languages and are working on more.
If you would like some for yourself, we can send you all you
want. They cost only 15 cents each, plus the postage. Let us
know how many you and your church would like to have. And
yes, there is space on the back for you to put a church stamp or
label.
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an ongoing series

The Conundrums of
Missions
A conundrum is defined as “a confusing and difficult problem or question”.
Every problem has a surface cause and a surface solution. In this series we hope to peel back the layers that will
reveal not only the problem but also the cause, the root causes, the possible solutions and the steps to resolve it.

Why is it so important for missionaries to start new churches and since it is, why do so few missionary letters mention doing so?

By Jon Nelms

The Problem is a Biblical Misunderstanding ...
Understanding the basis of this question is the root of necessity for every generation in either accomplishing or not accomplishing the Great Commission. And since no generation has
ever done so, we much surmise that we do not yet “get it”. And if
as demonstrated we really don’t, then what are we spending our
time doing?
The simple answer to the question is that starting churches is
both God’s declared strategic and legitimate means by which the
Great Commission should be fulfilled. We are not just to win
souls to Christ. We are not just to make converts and then baptize them. We are to step beyond that point to that of “teaching
them all things whatsoever I have commanded you” so that the
propagation of the church would be thorough and global, reaching every language, every people and every ethnic group in every generation.
When I was twelve years old I led my first souls to Christ at
the jail in Covington, GA. I was immediately infected with the
soul winning virus and like an addict, I just couldn’t get enough of
it. For decades I personally won thousands of souls, never giving
any thought to their need for obedience to the ordinance of baptism or the imperative of growing in their faith by participation in a
local church. It was decades later that national preachers
demonstrated to me what had always been in front of my eyes
but never visible to my understanding … that God did not tell us
to make converts, He commanded us to make disciples. Unfortunately, most professed converts, like seed that falls on stony and
weedy soil, never grow to produce fruit that remains. If they survive at all, their growth in encumbered, afflicted and deficient. In
my youth I had learned to make converts but it was through the
national pastors that I learned to make disciples who demonstrated they were such, not by a momentary recital of a prayer,
not by a change of clothing or music or hairstyle, but by a
change of heart. For if you do not proceed from conversion to
discipleship, you will most certainly retreat from conversion to
diversion.
I have seen many a ministry that praises the reports of a multitude of converts, yet show no concern over the fact that their
church remains the same size year after year.
We seem to think that the “harvest” is the planting of the seed
or the sincere repeating of a prayer, but a harvest is neither. Harvest is the gathering of the crop that was sown as a seed, nurtured as a seedling, and finally reaped. The word harvest is not a
verb, it is a noun. Planting and reaping are not nouns, they are
verbs. Our job is to plant and plant and plant, without ceasing, all
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the while realizing without complaint or intimidation, as Paul did,
that it may be someone else’s task to reap what we planted. That
should not matter to us. The farm is not ours, it is our Lord’s, the
seed is not ours, it is our Lord’s, the division of labor and laborers
is not to be determined by us but by our Lord. And when all is
said and done and we are all weary from our labors, it is God’s
Sprit that reaps God’s harvest. But what then is done with the
harvest?
Perhaps if we had a better understating of what God’s Word
means by the term “church” we would understand why it is important to plant them.
When the harvest is in, it must be stored until the Master determines what to do with it. Some grain will be consumed for
nourishment, some sold for profit, some given to the needy and
some used to create the next harvest. But while all this is being
determined by the wisdom of the Master, the grain remains in the
silo or storage area, separated ideally and hopefully from moisture, rot and rats; until the purpose for which is was planted is
revealed.
A little background for better understanding ...
All my life I have heard that the word church comes from the
Greek word Ekklesia, meaning, “a called out assembly”. In our
American culture we have put the primary emphasis on the
“called out” part of the definition while in its Greek context the
emphasis was on the “assembly” (noun) itself, not the assembling
(verb). As a result we emphasize the act of coming together, often scolding those who do not do so faithfully, but ignore the purpose for which those who have gathered, the assembled, have
done so. Stay with me a moment longer as I want to give you
something else to think about. Then we can answer the pressing
questions.
Christ prophesied concerning the coming of the church, by
stating that He (Christ) would build it (the church) as both the
foundation (that on which it is securely and permanently built)
and the cornerstone (that by which it is held together), and do so
based on the truth Peter had just proclaimed; that Jesus was in
fact the Christ (Messiah/Savior), and the Son of the Living God.
Most theologians would agree that the Church did not begin until
the day of Pentecost, when that which was prophesied both by
Christ and the prophet Joel in the Old Testament occurred. Jesus
then, in His prophesy, used a term that was most likely unfamiliar
to His disciples. Not that they had never heard it used, but that it
was foreign to their culture. The term ekklesia was not a Hebrew
word, it was Greek and was particularly contextual to Greek society and political culture.
In the making of community laws, decrees, decisions, etc., the
Romans were led by a Senate (who was lead by a Caesar), and
the Jews were led by the Sanhedrin (which was controlled by a
High Priest). Most every culture of that day was led by an individual or his representative except the Greek. They were a democracy where each male citizen, rich or poor had a vote and a voice
in the affairs of the whole. They did not elect men to represent
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them as we do in a Republic, they represented themselves as a
pure Democracy. How did they do this? Whenever there was a
need to discuss a problem or opportunity, the village or metropolis
(another Greek word) called for an assembly to gather. There the
matters were discussed exhaustively, a proposition was submitted
and a vote was taken. The emphasis then was not on the verb of
assembling, but on the noun of the assembly; meaning, the people. The people then functioned as a united body under the leadership of an elected leader.
In the days of the early church there were no “churches” as we
know them today. That is to say, there were no buildings. They
met in houses, store fronts, fields and under trees. Even when the
assembly in a city grew large, they remained under the influence
of their “house church” and gathered periodically in an arena or
theatre capable of holding the masses. (It wasn’t until the middle
of the fourth century that a structure was first built for the purpose
of being a designated place for Christian worship.)
As an example, we have the assemblies in Corinth. Both of
them. One of upper Corinth and one of lower. The geographical
division was determined mainly by social status. The wealthy lived
on the sloping hillside of upper Corinth which overlooked the suburbs of lower Corinth and the seaside market and loading dock
neighborhoods of Lechaion and Cenchrea, where Paul shaved his
head after taking a vow and ending his eighteen month stay there.
Ancient Corinth had been destroyed by Rome and lay uninhabited for over a hundred years until Julius began restoring it.
Upon his assassination the project continued under Augustus. It
was proclaimed a Roman colony in 44 BC. In 49 AD, the Jews of
Rome, being in an uproar over the preaching about an allegedly
resurrected Messiah called Chrestus (Christ) were expelled from
Rome. Aquila and Priscilla were likely among them. Paul first visited in 52 AD and worked together with them in the markets of lower Corinth, one of the most prosperous in the empire. At this time
it had a population of well over a million people including 50,000
retired Roman military veterans. Filled with pagan worship, the
temple of Aphrodite alone had more than 1000 priestess/
prostitutes and more than 500 homosexual priest/prostitutes.
While both upper and lower were referred to collectively as
Corinth of Rome by the Romans, they were in reality two distinct
locations, side by side. The Roman historian Appianus (the official
court recorder and historian for the Roman proconsul Gallio, who
was the brother of Seneca, who was the tutor of Nero) wrote that
at their height, the congregation of believers in lower Corinth numbered 1,200 and those in upper Corinth numbered up to 7,300.
Obviously such crowds demanded a venue that could hold them
all. (And by the way, they did not meet every day, nor every week.
They met every 15 days.) They were so filled with strife and conflict that each tried to show his superiority over the others by identifying their “leader” (patronus) as either Apollos, Peter or Paul.
Then there were of course, those who trumped all others claiming
they followed only Jesus.
Now, to the point ...
Hopefully, all this background of ancient culture will help you to
understand the answers I will now give to the initiating questions.
The importance of starting churches is like the importance of
starting a family. Pagans can begat children by a multitude of partners, but that does not a family make. John Newton, author of the
hymn Amazing Grace, before conversion bragged that he had a
thousand children in the Colonies, as he had long been a slave
trader and abused the women on board the ships. He may have
had a thousand offspring but he had no family there. A family’s job
is to nurture and nourish, to teach values and social interaction, to
protect and encourage, to guide, support and continue the lineage. And so is the job of a group of Christians assembled for the
worship of Christ and the benefit of each other. We might rightly
call them the assembled in Christ, those who are part of His body.
So in short, we should plant churches so that new converts,
snatched from pagan, idolatrous cultures, are not given a quick
prayer, a short tract, and a lecture on how to dress, then thrown

back to the wolves. An assembly of Believers, lead by a mature,
teaching and nurturing shepherd, can both protect and mature
the new convert, teaching him how to win others and to protect
and mature them as well. Doing this creates a domino effect that
will continue until a misguided theologian who doesn’t know better, comes along and messes everything up.
Most of us have never been taught these things. We think
that starting a church means we must pick a city, find a room to
rent, set out folding chairs, purchase a PA system and
hymnbooks, then pass out fliers announcing that a new church is
being started on a certain date, time and place. Then we arrive
and wait for disgruntled church members from other flocks to
attend and voila, we have started a church. That’s how I was
taught to do it and that’s how I used to do it. This is what I call
the Traditional Method of church planting. Typically, starting a
church this way is more like starting a corporation since usually,
you have already chartered a corporation in your state before the
first service, having also filed for a 501C3 status so you can give
credit for donations. (And if you haven’t, you better get with it.)
Here’s what’s wrong with this method. A New Testament
church is the people who assemble, not the place of the assembly. It is a family, come together to worship together. You don’t
start a family by stealing the neighbor’s kids. You either give birth
to, and/or adopt those who have no family and want one. Starting a new church should not, with few exceptions, be at the expense of crippling existing churches. Don’t divide, multiply.
So why don’t missionaries start many churches? Technically,
since we call anyone that serves in a position other than as a
pastor or evangelist, a “missionary”, it should be known factually,
that most “missionaries” will never start a church in their entire
career. That is precisely why so few ever mention starting a
church in their letters. But is it the missionary’s fault? Partially
yes, totally no. They have only done what they have seen others
do and what they were taught to do. Let me illustrate.
When I was a young pastor in California, I attended a monthly
pastors meeting. One preacher stated that if you are having
church in a strip mall, it is not a church. Not to be outdone, another brother declared that if the building you worship in does not
have a steeple, then it is not a church. As I quietly and politely
walked out, pretending to be looking for the restroom, I wondered where our movement acquired such theological giants. Is
it any wonder our sheep are so spiritually weak when our shepherds don’t know the difference between still waters and stagnant waters?
Anyone who knows the ministry of Final Frontiers knows that
we “specialize” in church planting. Why? Here we go again …
that’s what the Great Commission tells us to do. We are to win
them, baptize them, and teach them. Not just win them. Not just
win them and baptize them. All three. The witnessing should take
place everywhere. The baptism, preferably at a place where others can see it and have their questions about the ceremony answered by someone there, who can turn their curiosity into a
witnessing opportunity. (In the “old days” that was a river, lake,
or ocean.) The continual teaching takes place in a gathering of
the gathered. Those who want to come and can, gather together
to be taught by those who are capable (not just willing) to teach.
In our case, we teach them, then find a pastor for the new
converts and turn the gathering over to him and we move on to
plant another church, returning from time to time for a visit. This
is what we call the Biblical Method of Church Planting.
The saddest thing of all is that as our missionaries have for
generations been taught incorrectly and they, as a result, have
perpetuated a concept to the national churches and pastors that
without a building, seats, PA system, etc. you don’t have a real
church. Truthfully, you don’t have to have money to be a family,
it just makes life more comfortable. In our ministry we teach that
you don’t need things, all you need are those interested in gathering due to conversion or curiosity, and a tree to sit under. This
biblical method costs virtually nothing, is easily emulated and
bears “fruit that remains” and multiplies.

A special thanks for much of the historical content to my friend Dr. Ron Charles and his treatise entitled Paulinian Church Order.
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Rough wooden benches fill the thatched roof structure that was erected to shelter the new converts of the Nahua
tribe, who came to Christ from a national preacher using a donated PowerPack. The sign on the outer wall
declares in Spanish, that it is the “Evangelical Baptist Church, House of God”.

By Joshua Martyn, Media Director
During the month of August I was involved in yet another
expedition into the Eastern jungles of Peru in South America.
Many new and exciting possibilities were opened to the ministry
of my brother in law, Missionary Jason Dover and myself, as we
worked among the tribes in that area.
For some time, two full size PowerPacks have been in use
in Peru, both in the Central and deeper Eastern jungles; and
both of the national preachers using them were able to
accompany us through much of this recent journey.
One man, who is named Wilber Huillca, is extremely thankful
and is literally bubbling over with his excitement from being able
to use the projector to show evangelistic films and to have
portable speakers through which he can preach the Gospel to so
many souls at one time. He told us the story of how the
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Above: Jason Dover, an American missionary, is sent out from his home
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PowerPack was what opened the door for him into a new village
of the Nahua people, which is relatively near to where he lives,
and has resulted in the planting of a new church among them. We
were able to visit this church while we were there.
In the past we have delivered two full size versions of the
PowerPack but on this particular trip I had the privilege of taking
two different test versions of the new PowerPack Nano and the
Pico. The Nano is a smaller personal device that allows for a
family to see an evangelistic film in the privacy of their own hut;
and the Pico is an even smaller version, about one inch square,
that has no video but contains the entire New Testament of the
Bible in their language. Knowing where we would be serving, we
chose the Nahua dialect as the targeted tongue to bring this time,
as we were hoping to get primarily into those people’s villages on
this journey.
As it turned out, several PowerPack-Nano's went to this
village near Wilbur where the new church has been planted—one
specifically to a man with tuberculosis named Jose.
There is an old video documentary we were shown called
"Under The Sun" which has this man in it, as he trained a young
chief in the ways of being a witch doctor. It shows a younger Jose
taking the chief-to-be through the many rituals associated with the
“job”, including being bit by three types of Peruvian ants—all so
that he could learn to sing the songs to the spirits. We were able
to visit this same man and pray with him, as well as deliver one of

these PowerPack Nano's, and teach his son how to use it.
On the edge of another nearby village was that same young
chief whom he had trained long ago, and we were able to make
friends with him and his family as well. It was such an
awesome privilege to be able to show him and his grand
daughter how to use the PowerPack Nano—such a blessing I
won't soon forget, as I kneeled there next to him and set it to
the Gospel of John, and he confirmed with us that he was
understanding
it. The very
next
morning he
was
headed
back up
the river to
his remote
village
many
hours
away; and
we now
had an
open
Wilbur looks on as Josh Martyn demonstrates how
invitation to
to use the PowerPack Nano.
come there
as soon as
we can get funding to return.
Even as we sat there showing the Gospel device to them
you could hear his wife nearby swaying and chanting
mournfully in her seat, praying to the jungle spirits for the
healing of her son. We were told he'd been taken all the way to
a hospital in Lima with dire stomach bleeding conditions. At the
end of our trip Jason was able to fulfill our promise of trying to
hunt him down in that giant city of over 8.5 million people. A
greater miracle than finding him was what his story revealed.
As we talked with him we found out that two years ago this
same son had accepted Christ, but incredibly, our great God
had set up both our finding him and the exact time of our
meeting him, so that his unsaved sister, the chief’s daughter,
was also present at this same day and hour when Jason was
visiting him. Upon hearing the Gospel, she wept there beside
her brother’s bed as she called out to the Lord to be saved, and
Above, Jose, at left, is the witch doctor training a young initiate
in the ways of becoming a shaman, as seen in the documentary.
Below, Wilbur, poses with the now older chief. This Nahua chief
who is listening to the word of God and watching the Jesus Film
in his own language, is using our PowerPack Nano.
then thanked Jason again and again that he had given her the
Gospel!
Later in the trip there was another village we sought that
was said to be too hard to reach. Lack of rain had made the
river waters very low, and they all agreed it was the worst
anyone had seen in many years. So, God did it again. He
brought one of them to us! This man 'providentially' just
happened to be in the same village as we were and at the
same time. This perfect timing gave us the opportunity to
contact him right before he was leaving to go deep into the
jungle. So we were able to give him a Bible, and he and his
children and the man with him all received their own Clean
Heart Tracts, as well as another PowerPack Nano and a
portable solar charger to take as a gift to their chief (to
recharge the Nano as needed). According to our new friend,

e church, Harvest Baptist in Fort Dodge, IA. The children are watching the Jesus Film on a PowerPack Nano.
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his village is well up the river and is still land-locked even after
making a good hike north of the water. Its a very remote area; but
because of these evangelistic tools, as well as other gifts we sent
ahead to this place, including a signed document from Final
Frontiers for any passing government officials to see, referencing
our care and humanitarian efforts, we have been assured this is
also now a village we can return to as soon as we are able, and
have a chance to further preach the Gospel in the regions of the
jungle where it has yet to be preached.
Most all of the tribes in Peru speak Spanish along with their
own native dialects, (whether that be the descendants of the Inca
in the Andes mountains, or the many diverse groups in the
jungles stretching below to the East). So, the Clean Heart
Tracts in Spanish were also handed out throughout this entire
journey; and it was a lot of fun to see people taking them and
immediately beginning to study them. Children and adults alike
are all drawn to and fascinated by being able to write their
personal sins on the back of the slate and then see the sins
disappear as they lift the clear plastic page from the slate;
illustrating what Christ does with our sins when we ask for His
forgiveness.
The other national preacher who uses a PowerPack there,
named Eddi Davil, came with us all the way from the Central
Jungle where he works with the Ashaninka tribe, really enjoyed
using these tracts as tools in his witnessing. Both he, I and Jason
all gave out many of them throughout the trip. Several times I saw
Eddie sitting in a boat on the river, or maybe some wooden seat
somewhere in a village using one of them to initiate sharing the
Gospel with a young man he had seated next to him. One day in
a place called Camisea an entire school group of children came
wandering past the home where we were staying and I had the
privilege of handing out Clean Heart Tracts to every one of
them, plus the intrigued adults that were walking with them.
(photo below)
So, both of these items—the PowerPack Nano's, as well as
the Clean Heart Tracts, were a great blessing for us to have
had with us. I am thankful to all of you whose offerings helped to
make this trip both delightful and successful, as we planted the
seeds among several tribal groups and hope to oversee new
churches being planted where none have ever grown before.
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Before I conclude this story I do want to share an important bit
of information for those of you who may be curious about giving
out the Word of God to these unreached people even when at
times, there is no immediate pastor to follow-up with them. First
you should know that we know a tribal man, a veteran preacher of
fifty years, to whom the location of these villages is known. Second
we must acknowledge that it is the Holy Spirit of God who “guides
us into all truth” and that God has even established “nature” to
teach the unknowing that there is a God. But third, in our audio
Bible ministry with the PowerPack Nano and Pico, we arranged
to record a gospel presentation that precedes the audio of the New
Testament. Thus when a tribal person first turns it on, they hear
someone speaking the plan of salvation in their own language
before introducing them to the audio recording of the New
Testament in their language.

In this case, the “witness” is given by a young Timothy in
training named Emerson. The older man with him is Jose and the
lady standing next to Joshua Martyn is Jose's wife. All three are
from the Yine tribe. Emerson is preaching the Gospel message
while Jose reads the Bible and his wife is listening carefully to
make sure the pronunciation is clear and correct.
In the last Progress Report we mentioned our current project of
giving an audio New Testament (PowerPack Pico) to every
family of the Yine tribe. This is a people group in the region that
has 32 villages and 1,234 families. We intend to give each family a
Pico and give solar powered battery chargers to the most remote
villages. The estimated cost of this project is $15,000. Not to build
a building, not to erect a church, but to get the Gospel to every
living Yine tribesman alive today. They in turn will carry the Gospel
to other unreached tribes in the region who speak a similar dialect.
A hundred years from now, or until their language dies, Emerson’s
voice will continue to be heard giving the plan of salvation to his
tribesmen, both living and yet to be born. We are still in need of
$12,000 to finish this project.
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A final word from Joshua Martyn ...
The new push for the miniature Power Pack Nano and Pico is here at
Final Frontiers and I think is a very worthy cause—far more than just worthy
to support—it’s worth is really an understatement. I believe it is a project
that should really be taken seriously by Christians everywhere.
I've had the privilege of making several short videos about this concept,
but have also now tested both the devices in the countries of Myanmar in
South East Asia, as well as Peru in South America. It is a beautiful thing to
be able to see an individual or a family, who may not even have the
education to be able to read the written Word of God, sitting there listening
to the New Testament in their own language.
But, what's more than exciting to me, is the concept that's been buzzing
in our heads and hearts for some months now about reaching entire people
groups with the Bible on audio. Just imagine what could be accomplished
with all our national church planting missionaries out there, in the over 80
countries where we are documenting their work, if they could be given
unlimited supplies of Nanos and Picos for "their own people groups," and
saturating them with the Gospel like never before in history.
Since the year 2009 Jason Dover and I have taken trips in search of
remote tribal people, and this year the concept of the PowerPack Nano
and Pico is really thrilling our hearts. In the latter part of our recent
expedition we were able to meet with several Yine believers, who are very
zealous about reaching their own people. With their permission, I recorded
them preaching a Gospel message that can now be put onto the Nanos to
add to the New Testament and songs already prepared in their language. It
felt like such a historical moment to see them standing there in this little
room (large photo on page 15) preaching the Good News into the little
microphone, with the motivating hope of reaching every single precious
family in their own people group. This is the first South American tribe Final
Frontiers has felt led to peruse with this project, and we already have men
on the ground there in those Eastern jungles who are determined to help
carry it out.
For the first time ever such powerful tools as these are
becoming more and more available for us to use for the sake of Missions.
Right now, for $35 or $10 you can help us purchase an audio device that
will get the spoken Word of God into a remote tribal family in Peru. Please
help us in this effort to reach them. And may our vision and efforts spread
far beyond the Yine into all those in the literal final frontiers that yet remain
unreached across this planet. I dearly hope you will see the unique
opportunity we now have, and the importance of getting it started, as well as
helping us to get the word out.
If you would like to help with this first effort to reach the entire Peruvian
Yine tribe, please visit our site at: www.reachtheyine.com
No gift is so small that it will not make an eternal difference.
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Above: Emerson (left) and Jose go over the text for
the presentation of the plan of salvation for the Yine
tribe, making sure each necessary point is included.
(see this historical recording in the large photo on
page 15)
Below: A woman gets to watch the Jesus Film for the
first time, in her own tongue, as her monkey takes a
nap.
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Here are samples of the Nano (at right) and the Pico (below). Both
include a rechargeable battery and ear plugs and both include either
the entire Bible or the New Testament, in a dramatized audio format.
That means you hear can the pigs squealing as they are possessed
by the demons after being cast out of the maniac of Gadara by Christ.
You can hear the spikes being driven into our Lord’s body as he is
crucified. If a woman speaks, you hear a woman’s voice, etc. This dramatic version makes the Word of God more understandable and relatable to those who have never heard God’s Word before. And it is the
perfect evangelistic tool for someone who cannot read!
The Nano has a feature that the Pico does not have. It contains a
full color video screen and a copy of The Jesus Film in the target language. In fact, these devices can both hold far more than one language in their memory, in case they are distributed in an area where
more than one language is spoken.
Though not intended for resale, you can purchase any number or
units for us to give to missionaries and national preachers around the
world.
For more information go to www.powerpack.world

Donate a
PowerPack
Pico for $10

Donate a
PowerPack
Nano for $35
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It was a great summer for the groups that came to Honduras
to visit the children and preachers. As usual, most of those who
came have been before, some as many as seven times, but
there were still a few who were coming for their first visit. We
were blessed to have Jonathan Atkinson with us all summer
doing anything and everything that needed to be done, including
securing our main campus by putting up a security fence that
was 400 yards in length, adding four new rotating fans to our
covered patio so our guests can stay cool and putting in two
industrial exhaust
fans in our kitchen to
help cool it off. And
they work great. We
were also blessed to
bring down brand new
spoons, forks, knives,
bowls, cups and
cooking utensils for
every child we serve.
There were over 500
sets delivered because of you who
have given a little
extra from time to
time, just to help us bear the burden. Thank you!
Those of you who have been before know that many of our
kids travel to a nearby town on the weekends to sell candies
their moms have made. They make about ten cents profit for
each bag but they
have to sell a lot
since the bus ticket is
about $10 round trip.
They can literally
work all day and go
broke. For that reason we encourage
our groups to buy
candies from them
and then when we
can, we give them a
free ride home at
night. They love riding in the back of the trucks, even in the rain. And sometimes,
Nolin and I get to treat them to a coke and a meal of pupusas
(grilled corn meal stuffed with cheese and pork). They love it
and we love them.
Every year now we take the groups up to visit the Tolupan
Indians and many of you send funds for us to buy food bags for
them. It seems no matter how hard they work they are always
on the brink of starvation. My first time there a few years ago,
three mothers had died the week before from starvation. This
year the mothers lined up as their family names were called and
they stepped forward to get a food bag. We also delivered a
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massive number of
shovels, picks and
other farm implements
to help them grow
more abundant harvests. Both the main
villages of the two
branches of the tribe
have new chiefs. Both
villages have asked us
to come and start a
church for them and in
a more remote village
where one of the chiefs
live, he asked us to come start a church in his home and asked if
we could train him to be a Baptist preacher. We have several of
our preachers going up monthly to start and oversee these new
congregations and teach classes to the men who want to be
church leaders.
Everyone who has
ever visited us knows
Marvin. Of course the
ladies know him as
Fernando. He is our
resident Romeo, or he
thinks he is. Last year
he and his wife had a
baby girl who passed
away at five months.
This summer God
blessed them with another child and he
brought her by for us to
spoil her. We were blessed to be able to pay their delivery and
maternity expenses, along with the babies of several of our other
“children” who are now grown, married and serving the Lord.
That’s what its all about.
As I say, there was so much accomplished this summer that I
was amazed. We were able to do far more than we had anticipated, see many come to Christ, make new friends, begin support of
some new church planters and with the help of Brother Keith and
his friends, we were able to purchase a brand new, four wheel
drive, flat bed, delivery truck and a used Nissan, 15 passenger
van. We were also able to get a used Ford van that will also hold
15 passengers. All these have AC and all are debt free. In fact,
we are totally debt free and plan to stay that way. Only two goals
were not accomplished. First was purchasing a farm. The one we
expected fell through and we have settled on another one and
agreed on a miraculous price but we are still waiting for the owner to return to Honduras from the USA to sign the papers. The
only other thing that we missed this past summer was you. But
never fear - there’s always next summer.
Oh, and there’s one last thing you
should see …
This is my good friend, Pastor
George Bell, of Anchor Baptist in
Columbus, OH. He has visited us
three or four years in a row. In this
photo he is showing off his pretty,
new, pink bag. Reilly Miller, seated,
is from our home church in Augusta,
GA. He’s thinking, “Does getting old
mean you have to lose your mind?”
I can’t answer that question since
I am not old yet, but the evidence
does seem to be overwhelming.
(Gotcha George - - - - but I’m sure
you'll get even!)

Final Frontiers Foundation

Bag of Hope
For those who would love
to bring joy to an entire
family as opposed to giving a gift of a stocking to
a single child, we recommend that you donate a
Bag of Hope. A Christmas
Bag full of food costs only $20 and will help to feed
an entire family for a week or longer Each bag will be
accompanied by a Gospel witness and delivered by a
pastor or faithful church member.
Many families around the world do not even dare to
hope for a meal every day. Thus, this Christmas gift
will hold a special meaning for them, assuring them
that for at least over the coming days, they will have
food for their hungry children, and themselves.
Designate your gift for a …

“Christmas Bag of Hope”.
LET THE LITTLE CHILD INSIDE YOU COME OUT AND PLAY
Remember the “Wordless Book” you “read from” when you
were a child and how the different colors represented the process of introducing a child to Christ?
Once again this year we have a twist on an old winner. And
ours is not only a witnessing tool but also a Christmas gift, and
it may be the first one the child who gets it has ever received.

•

•
•

Imagine using the red, white and green Christmas stocking
to represent the blood of Christ and teaching how our
hearts become as “white as snow” and how we grow in
grace by reading God’s Word and going to church.
Imagine the gifts inside being used as a visual example of
the gift of salvation that only comes from God through His
son Jesus.
Imagine it is given free of charge, just as His salvation is
given freely to all who call on Him!

Can we make this any better? … Easily! …

•

•

Imagine that the stocking is distributed by the pastor and
members of a local church who is sponsored by Final
Frontiers rather than by some unknown or unnamed
“organization”. In this way God gets the glory - all of it!
Oh, and one other thing …
Imagine it is given to a child that has never received a
stocking before or will not receive any other gifts this
Christmas. A child who will sit in the dirt on Christmas
morning and only imagine what it would be like to have a
toy to play with.

Well, you don't have to just imagine it anymore. You can actually give one
.
Once again this year you can personally provide a Christmas
Gospel Stocking with a donation of just $20. (You can give by
check or online.)
Sponsors of Touch A Life children can even designate the
stocking they donate for the child they support in India, Honduras, Myanmar, Ghana or the Ukraine.
If you are not a sponsor of a child currently, your stocking will
be given out by the pastors as they see best, to children whom
they know personally and will likely have no other gift for Christmas.
For those of you who like to go crazy at this time of year, you
can also buy gifts for the children using our online store on our
website at www.TAL.world These gifts can be designated for
your sponsored child or any child where we serve.
If you prefer, you can request a printed color “catalog” of the
items we have available by calling 800-522-4324 ext. 102.
Orders and payment must be received by November 30 in order
for us to deliver them by Christmas day. Don't delay.
Be sure to designate your $20 gift for:

“Christmas Gospel Stockings”
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The Story Behind the Stories...
Interesting backgrounds of our churches, feeding centers, preachers and workers. You’ll be both blessed and amazed.

One of our smallest feeding centers in Honduras is in the village
of Hatillo, about a ten minute drive from our main center in Cantarranas where guests of our Visionary Trips stay.
The leader of this center is a dear saint of God named Victoria
Medina whom we lovingly call Queen Victoria. She was one of our
first employees when we started Touch a Life back in 2005. I want
to tell you a little about this remarkable lady.
Victoria is from a mountain village called Las Delicias, which is
near the village of Zurzular. Our national pastor, Fidel Aguilar and
his helper, Pastor Mario Avila started a church in Zurzular about
three years ago under a large tree. The congregation quickly grew
to over a hundred and they still meet under tree. The view there is
incredible, being at an elevation of over 5,000 feet and overlooking
the valley below that is green with sugar cane. In Zurzular everyone grows coffee, so the mountain slopes go from the dark green
leaves of the coffee plants to the medium green of pine trees to the
bright green of the cane below, waiting for harvest. It’s a paradise
to be sure that is made even more perfect by the home-grown and
home-roasted coffee that they always brew to serve you when you
visit. In fact, before each service the congregation gathers and
fellowships while waiting for us to finish our coffee, then the services begin. (First things first, I suppose.)
From the west end of the village you can see continuous, steep
mountain paths that lead to villages that, though in plain sight, are
one to four hours walk away. Beyond them the trails lead to another and another, all the way forty miles or so south to Nicaragua and
north to the Caribbean. There is no end to the villages waiting to be
evangelized. Thus our purpose in hosting a School of Missions
term there, is so missionaries in training can get real-life experiences, out of the classroom and on the field.
Pastor Fidel and Pastor Mario can only go here to preach every other week. There is only one bus that passes through every other Friday and returns on Mondays. So every 14 days
they take the bus up the steep mountain road and spend the
weekend with this congregation, sleepnig at the home of the
coffee lady in the prophet’s room that she and her husband
have made for them. If we could purchase two motorcycles
(new, each costs about $1200), then Fidel and Mario could go
every week to all four churches they currently oversee and
have time free to start new churches in yet unreached villages.
Before arriving at Zurzular there is a fork in the road that leads
downhill to another village at an elevation of probably 4,000 feet
and nestled between mountains on all sides is Victoria's home.
Around early 2005, less than a year before we started Touch a
Life, Victoria's husband, a drunkard, entered the house, put a gun
to her head and pulled the trigger. The gun did not fire so he tried
again, and again it failed. As he looked the gun over in amazement, thinking, I suppose, that she would patiently wait for him to
try again, she jumped up, grabbed the children and ran into the
forest. After several days of walking she arrived in Cantarranas and
met Pastor Flavio Varela. She immediately became part of the local Baptist church. Flavio recommended her to us as one of our
first employees. My family has had the privilege of supporting her
son Moises since that time. He now works on our staff there.
Victoria had never learned to read but had an overwhelming
desire to teach God’s Word to children. She began to study and in
time literally taught herself how to read. You can see her in the
photo at right reading to the children from a Bible story book.
Victoria rises each morning before 4 AM and begins to make
tortillas for the more than 500 children we feed Monday thru Friday.
We don’t limit them since corn tortillas are a cultural staple for the
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Hondurans. Some children want one, some want ten. It is not
uncommon for a small family to eat 30-40 in a single meal because often that and a bit of salt is all they have. Victoria has
made us well over a million tortillas in the past twelve years and
we pay her extra, above and beyond her salary to do so, rather
than buying them elsewhere.
Around 7:00 each morning Victoria comes to the feeding
center and begins to prep for the cook. At the Cantarranas center we feed about 200 children daily but prepare the food for the
Suyapa and Hatillo feeding centers as well; that means we are
cooking food there for about 350 children each morning.
After the cooking is completed, Victoria delivers food to
Suyapa and then travels to Hatillo where she feeds and teaches the kids, cleans the dishes and waits a few hours for the
high school kids to return from their classes in Cantarranas.
She then feeds and teaches them, cleans their dishes and returns to our campus. When she arrives she helps finish the
cleaning in the kitchen, then sweeps and mops the entire building (over 3,000 square feet) and afterwards looks for whatever
she can find to do like gardening, chopping wood, etc. (She’s
begging me for a cow to milk and some chickens.) Then, two
days a week she voluntarily cleans her church (Grace Baptist),
returns home to feed her family, bathes and then walks back to
church for the almost-daily evening service. She gets home
around 9 PM, goes to bed and starts all over again at 4 AM.
Victoria’s feeding center in Hatillo has for years met in the
local elementary school; a two-room building with a little storage area. They gave her a key to the facility so that during the
months of “school vacation” she still has use of the facility. This
year however they have torn down the building to make a new
and larger one, so she has had no place to feed the kids. On
her own she had arranged to use the front “yard” of a small
adobe house but after a few months the owners complained
that the kids were stealing their electricity (????). This was really a resentment that we were not paying them but in fairness,
that concern had never been brought up. Victoria has autonomy at her center so rather than arrange payment, she moved to
the nearby dirt and rock soccer field.
After a few weeks of baking in the sun she asked me if we
would get her a tarp so she could build a feeding center for her
kids. Pictured at right is her feeding center with the kindergarten and elementary students. The high schoolers will come
hours later. Victoria and Moises cut the sticks with their machete and made their own feeding center, of which they are
extremely proud. Once the new school is completed they will
have a place of their own to meet again. The village leaders
decided to build a room for a “kitchen” into the new facility out
of appreciation for all Victoria has done for their children. This
past summer she begged me to come and see her new center
and so taking the opportunity to see it and show it off to a family
that was visiting from southern California and a group from
Lighthouse Baptist Church of San Antonio, we went to visit.
As you can see in the photo the kids were grinning from ear
to ear with excitement and Victoria, as usual, was all business.
What got my attention was the care they took in construction.
You will notice the posts are tied together with strips of a black
plastic bag they had shredded. You can see that some of the
children sit, waiting for their food while listening to God’s Word
being taught while others stand. They sit on a splintered plank
with their feet partially submerged in water. Seven of the nearly
fifty kids who eat here are not yet sponsored; four boys and
three girls. If you would like to sponsor a child for $35 a month
or give to help us with feeding centers like this one in Honduras, Ghana, Ukraine, India, Myanmar or Cambodia, please let
us know. Without your help, none of this would be possible.

Final Frontiers Foundation
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Visionary Trips

VISIONARY
TRIPS

a one week, missions exposure and adventure for American families, youth groups, schools and churches

“Lift up your eyes and look”
Every year we post photos and stories about
our trips in Honduras. Hundreds have come over
the years but did you know that each year, about
seventy-five percent of those who come are coming for the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth or seventh time? That’s right. There are reasons why
some come year after year. They love the weather,
the food, the people and the country. But most of
all they love ministering to the Honduran families
and children and being blessed while doing so.
There are church groups and families that plan
to come each year but at the last minute have to
cancel their plans. Most follow-up the next year but
many fail to ever come.
There are reasons why this happens.
The first is cost.
For our charge of $650 we cover your incountry transportation, food, purified water, lodging
with AC and private, hot showers, etc. It’s not really “roughing it” but we can arrange that for you if
that’s what you want. Other groups in Honduras
charge hundreds of dollars more and you eat rice
and beans all week, sleep on a church bench and
use an outhouse. We want you to be healthy, comfortable and well fed so you can see and do more.
Any surplus funds from your charge go to help our
ministry purchase things we need but have no
budget for.
The second is procrastination.
You just don’t start planning soon enough and
time slips by. May I suggest you call us today to
pick out a week for next year as several churches
already have? (800-522-4324) Then get started
right away with your fundraisers.
The third is inexperience.
By that I mean you may not be accustomed to
taking trips and not realize the things that are necessary to complete in advance. But if each church
would assign just one person to oversee the following points, you can have a successful and
stress-less Visionary Trip.
1. You need to reserve a week. Make sure it
does not conflict with summer camp or other
activities. We run our trips from Thursday to
Thursday and usually, the sooner you buy a

HELP US GROW
As of September 30...
Touch A Life has 2,797
Likes
Final Frontiers has
15,084 Likes
Help us get even more!!
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2.

3.

4.

5.

ticket the cheaper it is. If your church or
family is small, say under 10 people, we
will be able to let you come along with
another small group. This could be really
advantageous if the other group is from
Orlando and you just happen to be planning a vacation to Disneyworld (hint, hint).
Everyone needs to have a valid passport.
That means it must still be good for at
least six months AFTER your return date.
If you don't have one or need to get a
new one, it takes about a month. You can
pay for expeditated service and have it in
two weeks or less. But you can't do it
overnight so don’t even try.
You need to collect a deposit from everyone going so you can reserve the week.
These are non-refundable deposits. This
year we failed to do that and had three
churches back out at the last minute.
Guess who ended up holding the bag for
those expenses! I suggest the church
collect the deposit and send it to us along
with the names of those going. Surely no
church member would leave their church
holding the bag. And don’t worry, if dad
has to back out mom can take his place.
We're not greedy, we just don’t have
funds to pay for people with good intentions who can’t make it. We’re missionaries, that means we’re poor (or at least we
want you to think we are).
You need to organize your group. Assign
a coordinator who will stay on top of
things, make sure everyone has a passport and is setting aside funds for the trip
(they could possibly deposit those with
the church) more importantly, organizes
fundraisers. You can goggle ideas for that
but many churches have garage sales,
sell cookies or doughnuts, or approach
local businesses to donate, etc. You can
even print T-shirts and put the business
names on it; they’ll love the publicity.
Have a quick meeting after church every
month or so to make sure everyone is on
track.

We’re trying to bring more
attention to our two primary
Facebook pages, Final Frontiers
and Touch A Life.
If you have “Liked Us” on one
but not the other, please take a
moment to do so. You will
help us increase our influence
and get more preachers and
children sponsored.
Thanks so much!

“LIKE us”

and learn more
about us.
Touch a Life

&

Final Frontiers

January:
Honduras
February:
Chile
May:
Honduras
(School of Missions)
June - August:
Honduras
(Visionary Trips)
September:
Ukraine
Romania
Hungary
Bulgaria
January:
India

CHURCH
MEETINGS

October:
Calhoun, GA
Lebanon, OH
Dayton, OH
Meridian, CT
Cushing, OK
Vonore, TN
November:
Beaufort, SC
High Point, NC
Greensboro, NC
Dallas, TX
Miami, FL
Atlanta, GA
December:
Bristol, TN
Germantown, OH
January:

Blacksburg, VA
Fredericksburg, VA
Lexington Park, MD
Atlanta, GA
Dallas, TX
February:
Calhoun, GA
To schedule a
Final Frontiers,
Smugglers or Touch A
Life speaker for your
church, call
800-522-4324.

Final Frontiers Foundation



I want to receive the Progress Report by Email

Name: _________________________________________________

Email:
____________________________________________________

Address: ________________________________________________



Phone: (home) __________________

Check here if this is a new address or phone number.

Enclosed is my donation of: $______________

City: ______________________ State: ______ Zip: ____________
(cell) ___________________

to be applied to: _______________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please contact me regarding: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Please send me information on your auto-debit program

MOVING BEYOND INTEREST TO

NATIONAL PREACHER You can go to our website to choose a preacher or
simply call our office and ask us to help you find a preacher from our most needy
list. Sponsorship is $50.00 monthly, and since we get most preachers two
sponsors, you have the option of providing double sponsorship ($100.00 monthly)
if you prefer. The standard $50 sponsorship includes $10 support of our ministry
and $10 for the preacher’s ongoing education and accountability overseas. This
gives our foundation funds to operate with as well as providing for immediate
emergency needs overseas. Typically up to half of this amount is used overseas.
You will receive personal correspondence from your preacher at least three
times annually. Each preacher recommended for support has successfully
passed through at least three levels of examination and has been proven to be
doctrinally sound, morally pure and have a verifiable track record in church
planting and training other men who are serving in the ministry.

INVOLVEMENT ...
Laying Up Eternal Rewards
When You’re Already in Heaven
Planned Gifts - such as a bequest in your will or a
charitable trust, a stock donation or a designation
in your life insurance - is a way you can help us
continue to promote your desire to evangelize this
world, even when you have passed on to the next and its easy to do.
For help, contact your personal
estate planner or let us refer you to one.

TEAM Sponsorship is requested in increments of at least $10.00 monthly.
TEAM stands for Together Effectively Advancing the Ministry. Supported
Final Frontiers Foundation, Inc.
preachers function in groups for accountability purposes but they often
1200 Peachtree St. - Louisville, GA 30434
collectively lack ministry tools that can be useful. The purpose of the TEAM
(800) 522-4324 — Tax ID Number: 58 -1721535
funding is to provide each group with money to be used for such things as
printing literature, buying bicycles for the traveling evangelists, emergency relief,
and funding preachers who do not yet have a sponsor. Each trimester as the
funds are mailed abroad, the national coordinator in each nation is asked to fill out a TEAM Report Form which we will copy and send to you. This will
give you a first hand report of how your funds were effectively used to advance the ministry in that land. This program allows those who cannot afford
full sponsorship to still have a part in supporting national preachers.
TIMOTHY PROJECT $10 monthly helps to provide scholarship funds for national Bible colleges, training young men, not yet ordained or graduated,
who already meet our core requirements for sponsorship such as having experience as a church planter and being a discipler of others in the ministry.
Once ordained, they will move into the ranks of veteran preachers and qualify for full sponsorship.
TOUCH A LIFE gives assistance to an orphaned, abandoned or destitute child. The $35.00 monthly sponsorship provides for food, clothing, basic
medical care, and educational assistance. All orphanages, home placement programs and feeding centers assisted by Final Frontiers are administered
by pastors who are supported through this foundation and are operated as a ministry of a local church. Bi-monthly correspondence is required from the
children. Funding distribution for the child is identical to that of the preachers (see the first paragraph) giving us extra funds to help unsponsored children. You can go online to select a child or call and ask for our help. Visit www.TAL.world for more information or call 800-522-4324.
DAILY BREAD is a similar program but does not have a specific sponsor/child designation, rather it is food bought in bulk to feed unspecified unsponsored children who are awaiting sponsorship. These centers also operate out of a local church. The goal of this program is to allow us to feed unsponsored children immediately while we seek full sponsorships for them, thus eventually a Daily Bread Center becomes a Touch A Life center.
SMUGGLERS funding in any amount is used to purchase and distribute Bibles. Many national pastors and Believers do not own a copy of God’s
Word. Smugglers helps to provide God’s Word to those who desire it in free countries and in closed counties such as Islamic nations.
BAGS OF HOPE is our food distribution program feeding widows, orphans and persecuted families living primarily in the Islamic Middle East. Support
for this program is $20 monthly and provides food, clean water, medicine and vitamins for a family of four.
Audio Bibles is an enhanced “dramatized audio Bible” in native tongues. The unique packaging allows it to be heard by several hundred people at a
time. This tool is used in villages where no Bible is present, primarily to start or strengthen new churches. PROCLAIMERs cost $165.00 per unit. Their
great strength is that they present the Gospel in many languages where it does not exist in printed form.
THE POWER PACK contains everything needed for one man to show a Gospel film in a village with no electricity without the need of a generator or
four wheel drive vehicle. It comes in two forms. The Power Pack Plus includes camping gear. The pricing and details can be seen at
www.ThePowerPack.org
OTHER Any offering given for our HOME OFFICE NEEDS or for the support of one of our MISSIONARY REPRESENTATIVES, whether monthly or
a one time gift, will be applied 100% as designated.
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moved lately? please give us your new address...
e-mail: webmaster@finalfrontiers.org or call: 1—800—522—4324
REGISTER TO RECEIVE PUBLICATIONS AND/OR NEWS ALERTS ONLINE AT: WWW.FINALFRONTIERS.ORG
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reports received in the last
three months indicate
there have been ...
32,685
102,533
1,193,942
415,539

Churches Started
Villages Evangelized
Professions of Faith
Believers Baptized

totals since our beginning in
December 1986 indicate
there have been ...
178,099
559,795
6,525,290
2,258,260

Churches Started
Villages Evangelized
Professions of Faith
Believers Baptized

a current total of all
statistics indicate there are
currently ...
925
201
805
490

Preachers supported
Timothies supported
Touch A Life Kids
Daily Bread Kids

Around the World
little known facts about … Drone Evangelism

Technology is now using Drones to drop bombs, “paint” targets, deliver packages to homes and now to rush blood samples
from remote villages to the nearest lab for testing.
Years ago, an outstanding ministry, Missionary Aviation Fellowship, which serves Christ by transporting scripture, supplies
and missionaries to remote areas, noted that in Papua, New
Guinea, the nearest village to the community of Kiwi was a 2.5
hours walk on jungle trails but from the air, it was just a one-

minute flight in a small aircraft.
Imagine in just a few years to come how we can utilize this
new tool to reach remote villages with the Gospel, geotag hidden
village locations, deliver evangelistic films, audio Bibles, tracts,
emergency medical supplies, lifesaving vaccinations and someday, even missionaries!
When it’s available, you can be sure we will use it; taking the
Gospel to the final frontiers of our planet.

